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the high point of this traditional design is represented by the

facilities of the Spa and Wellness centre, incorporating a variety

Seaside Los Jameos Playa

imposing Canary Islands balconies, the intricate pine-wood

of saunas (steam, bio-sauna, Finnish), circuits, treatment rooms

craftsmanship which is reminiscent of their counterparts in Arab

and a salon with water-bed, relaxation area, cold water plunge

EXPERIENCE CANARIAN STYLE IN

countries. The reception hall is flooded by light in the style of a

pool and adventure showers. Amongst therapies are a variety of

typical Canarian inner courtyard, a feature which reflects the

massages, body-wraps and Thalasso therapies. With a renewed

Roman influence on Spanish architecture. The island's heritage

energy, you will be able to enjoy to the full the gymnasium and

style is continued in the hotel's own Canary Islands Museum of

impressive range of sports facilities such as beach volleyball,

easide Los Jameos Playa is a 4 star multi-award

traditional craftsmanship. The interior of the large hotel lobby is

squash, tennis and many more. Improve your tennis serve with

winning complex situated close to the beaches of

rounded off by an imposing wooden staircase. The hotel offers

lessons at the hotels prestigious International tennis school.

Los Pocillos and Matagorda, Lanzarote. Set in lush

419 double rooms, 67 family rooms, 40 Junior suites and 4

LUXURY TROPICAL SURROUNDINGS

S

tropical gardens in quiet surroundings guests can

suites, all with either a balcony or terrace, free Wi-Fi and coffee

enjoy the tranquility of the days and the lively nightlife of

and tea making facilities. Family rooms accommodate 2 adults

Puerto del Carmen only 2km away. The facade of Seaside Los

and 2 children whilst suites are more spacious with a variety of

Jameos Playa is witness to the distinctive influence on the hotel

additional extras. The spectacular 20.000 m2 landscape Palm-

of the traditional architecture of Lanzarote, with the high

garden incorporates 2 pools, one heated all year. Los Jameos

shutters and typical colour design of the walls providing an

Playa is a family friendly hotel offering a multitude of activities

impressive example of the island's characteristic style. However,

to entertain your children, whilst you relax and enjoy the
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